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Traditionally, metadata has been managed by experts. This article suggests
that in the future, metadata management will involve far greater input from
users and machines. The advantages and disadvantages of experts,
machines and users as metadata managers are discussed. Two case studies
are presented. The first is a tool developed in Hong Kong to integrate a
taxonomy with a folksonomy. The second is the use of OpenCalais entity
extraction software by the Powerhouse Museum in Australia. The article
concludes with a discussion of the implications of this mixed future for
organisations and professionals.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, metadata has been the province of experts. These may be either experts in the domain
area (science, humanities, engineering, medicine, law) or experts in metadata itself (indexers,
taxonomists) or, preferably, individuals with skills in both areas. A central group of experts would
create and manage the metadata structures of a domain, eg the Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH)-controlled vocabulary produced by the United States National Library of Medicine. Experts
would also apply these structures to objects such as books and articles. These structures would then be
used to locate and use these materials – sometimes by users themselves and sometimes by experts on
behalf of users.

In some domains, this model based on expertise will continue. However, it is coming under
increasing stress from a number of developments:
• The sheer volume of information in the world seems to be increasing exponentially. Google

estimated that by mid-2008, there were over 1 trillion unique URLs on the web,1 and by the end
of 2009, there were half-a-trillion digital images in circulation.2 Our ability to collectively
produce information far outstrips the ability of our information experts to manage it manually.

• Users can add metadata to objects to create emergent “folksonomies” that allow personal
retrieval, interpersonal browsing and collective sense making. Some corporate applications of
tagging via bookmarking were discussed in a previous article.3

• The devices used to produce this information have begun to add physical metadata to their
products – eg digital cameras can add time, date and geospatial information to digital images.

• Our software is getting better at interpreting textual and visual information. These technologies
remain far from perfect but for some applications they may be good enough.

In response to these challenges, I propose that we need to broaden the scope of our metadata
management activities to include machines and users, as well as experts. In this case, “machines” are
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mostly software-based tools that manage data and information on our behalf. They may include
taxonomy-management tools, search engines, or offer text and image analytics. “Users” are those
human beings who use information in a domain. Depending on the context, this may be the general
public at large or a sub-group, eg a profession such as medicine or a role such as “the customer”. I
label this mix of human and machine “cyborg” (cybernetic organism) after the term used in
engineering and science fiction to describe hybrids of this kind. Traditionally, such hybrids can either
be benign (The Six Million Dollar Man, Bionic Woman) or malevolent (Doctor Who’s Cybermen, Star
Trek’s Borg).

FIGURE 1 The experts-users-machines triangle

Experts, machines and users each have their advantages and disadvantages as summarised in the
following table. Their advantages mean that we need to pay attention to each group. However, their
disadvantages mean that we cannot rely on any one type of solution, no matter what the advocates of
that solution may tell us.

TABLE 1 Advantages and disadvantages of experts, users and machines

Advantages Disadvantages

Experts – Understand controlled vocabularies and subtlety
of domain.

– Do not scale.

Users – Can identify contextual meaning.
– More numerous than experts.

– May not understand full context.
– May not use controlled vocabularies.

Machines – Can process large volumes of data.
– Can be programmed to use controlled vocabular-
ies.

– Are poor at interpretation, subtext and contextual
meaning.

This article is one of a pair that explores different emerging applications that combine the work of
domain experts, semantic technology and a broad user base. This first article looks at two examples in
the world of textual information. The next article will deal with emerging methods of managing image
metadata. Both domain areas have experienced the digitisation of content production and distribution
in recent years but the issues they face are sufficiently different (for now). Textual information is
already in linguistic form and converts computer code relatively easily – you might even say that
computers have textual nervous systems. Image information does not come in linguistic form and
requires more processing and effort.

Two examples of textual cyborg metadata management are presented. The first comes from Hong
Kong and shows how software analytics can provide a link between an expert-designed taxonomy and
an emergent folksonomy created by users. The second discusses how an American entity extraction
tool can provide a richer user experience of an Australian institution.

COMBINING A TAXONOMY AND A FOLKSONOMY – TAXOFOLK

Taxonomies and folksonomies have often been pitched in opposition to each other. Supporters of
taxonomies have pointed to the consistency of their approach in comparison to the messiness of online
folksonomies, whereas supporters of folksonomies have criticised the slow-moving and high-
maintenance world of formalised taxonomy when compared to their dynamic and fast-moving tools.
Fortunately, we are moving beyond this adversarial state of affairs to a realisation that neither
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approach is intrinsically better but that taxonomies and folksonomies can indeed have complementary
roles to play. This may mean simply choosing one over the other depending on the context of
application but it may also mean integrating the two to achieve superior navigational performance.
This integration will necessarily involve novel combinations of experts, users and technology.

One example of such integration, which has experimentally been applied to (among others) the
Hong Kong Government Portal (http://www.gov.hk), is being carried out by Ching-Chieh Kiu and Eric
Tsui at Hong Kong Polytechnic University (see Fig 2). The portal’s taxonomy consisted of its website
hierarchy and the corresponding folksonomy found in del.icio.us. The process they then applied is
shown below.

FIGURE 2 The taxonomy-folksonomy integration process

Source: Kiu C-C and Tsui E, Taxonomy – Folksonomy Integration for Enhanced Knowledge Navigation (presentation at IIM
Sydney, 9 March 2010).

1. Tag pre-processing. First of all, the tags were filtered out if they featured unusual symbols. Tags
were then consolidated (eg “hong kong”, “hong-kong”, “hk” and “hongkong” would be treated as
one tag) and misspellings resolved. Next, tags were filtered by frequency, with tags that are added
to a page infrequently being discounted. The logic being the more often a tag is added to the site,
the more meaningful it will be to a broad audience.

2. Domain contextualisation using Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). FCA is a data-mining method
used to discover hierarchical, parent-child relationships between tags.

3. Contextual clustering using K-means. This algorithm identifies clusters of terms that occur
together. This part of the process is carried out iteratively to get a “best fit” of clusters.

4. Concept-tag consolidation phase using simple matching coefficients (SMCs). This calculates
whether a tag will be integrated into the taxonomy.

An example of the outputs for one site element within the taxonomy is shown below.

FIGURE 3 An Example of the TaxoFolk outputs

Source: Kiu C-C and Tsui E, “Taxonomy – Folksonomy Integration for Knowledge Navigation through Unsupervised Data
Mining Techniques” (proceedings of the Workshop on Integrating Taxonomies and Folksonomies for Enhanced Knowledge
Navigation at Practical Applications of Knowledge Management, Yokohama, 21-23 November 2008).
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In practice, some tags (“Hong Kong”, “government” and “community”) were so common that they did
not add anything new to the taxonomy. Some identified tags are obvious from the title of the website
– eg “Visit Visa/Entry Permit Requirements” yielded the tag “visa”. However, some were not, eg one
of the tags associated with the “E-learning from RTHK” page was “Japanese”.

Tsui and Kiu indicate that this hybrid classification provides:
1. an enhanced and simplified way to navigate an existing repository based on commonly-used user

tags;
2. clues on users’ indexing and information access preferences based on the inserted tags;
3. a user-oriented model for corporate knowledge navigation and discovery;
4. valuable ongoing and timely input (on the use of user-preferred terms) for the taxonomy

maintenance/revamp process; and
5. input to create/review metadata and controlled vocabularies – two crucial elements of any formal

taxonomy.4

ENTITY EXTRACTION – OPENCALAIS AND THE POWERHOUSE MUSEUM

Entity extraction began seriously in the late 1980s at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA)5 and since then expanded beyond the United States armed forces to medicine,
bio-informatics and now the business world. The entity extraction process identifies predefined
categories within unstructured text such as people, organisations and places. For example, it might
scan this article and identify that “Matt Moore” is a person and “Thomson Reuters” is a company. It
may go further than this and identify that Matt Moore is the author of the article and Thomson Reuters
is the publisher. It may also infer that a relationship exists between Matt Moore and Thomson Reuters.
Entity extraction uses a mixture of techniques to achieve this, including:
• the position of terms in grammatical structures;
• analysing common patterns (eg four digits in Australian documents may well be a postcode, a

10-digit sequence starting with zero may well be a telephone number); and
• comparing terms with a pre-existing dictionary listing people, organisations, places etc.

The number and range of entity extraction tools on the market is growing rapidly. Many are available
not only as standalone software but as web-based Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). In this
situation, the API form of the software allows users to connect it to their own applications across the
internet as an on-demand service. Two popular general (ie non-entity extraction) APIs that may be
familiar belong to Amazon (the online retailer) and Google (the search company). Via Amazon Web
Services (AWS) you can “rent” computing power, virtual storage and e-commerce platforms for your
business. Via Google Maps, you can embed Google’s mapping technology onto your website to
indicate locations or show directions. There is increasing pressure on providers of online information
and services (especially governments at all levels) to make these available as APIs.

Popular entity extraction APIs include Zemantra, Evri and AlchemyAPI.6 Each tool has a different
focus and probably relies on a different mix of techniques to achieve its results (although in most cases
their exact methods are proprietary) so they are not interchangeable.

One such API in use in Australia is OpenCalais. OpenCalais has its origins in ClearForest, a
text-mining and analytics company founded in 1998 and acquired by Thomson Reuters in 2007.
OpenCalais was launched in early 2008 as a service to content publishers on the web. The service
extracts entities (people, companies, organisations, places etc), as well as facts and events, and returns
rich metadata in the form of RDF (Resource Description Framework) to bring structure to
unstructured content.

4 Kiu C-C and Tsui E, “TaxoFolk: A Hybrid Taxonomy – Folksonomy Classification for Enhanced Knowledge Navigation”
(2010) 8 Knowledge Management Research and Practice 24.

5 Grishman R and Sundheim B, “Message Understanding Conference – 6: A Brief History” in Proceedings of the 16th
International Conference on Computational Linguistics (COLING) (Vol 1, 1996) pp 466-471.

6 For more information, check the post by Microsoft’s Michael Fagan and also the comments others have left: Fagan M,
Puzzlepieces – Comparing NLP APIs for Entity Extraction (2 January 2010), http://www.faganm.com/blog/2010/01/02/1009
viewed 10 May 2010.
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FIGURE 4 OpenCalais entity extraction

Source: OpenCalais (http://www.opencalais.com).

The process is as follows:
1. Publishers submit content to the Calais web service using their Calais API key.
2. Calais categorises the content according to standard IPTC news codes as well as its new “Social

Tags” system, which leverages Wikipedia to suggest categories in everyday common English.
3. It also tags each person, company, organisation, place, fact and event in the content, making it

machine readable and interoperable on the web.
4. Publishers use the metadata Calais returns (tags, document IDs and URIs in RDF format) to

enhance their content and create features such as topic pages that improve the reader experience.
An example of the OpenCalais metadata mark-up is shown below.

5. Publishers can also use their metadata to share their content with next generation search engines,
news aggregators etc.

FIGURE 5 An example of OpenCalais mark-up

Source: OpenCalais (http://www.opencalais.com).
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OpenCalais provides no-cost services for up to 50,000 document transactions per day (at a rate of
four transactions per second). Each document can be up to 100 Kb. A commercial service is available
for higher usage rates. Their user base includes media companies such as CBS Interactive/CNET,
Huffington Post, The New Republic, Associated Newspapers (UK), Slate and also government
information providers such as the White House (http://www.whitehouse.gov). Plug-ins are now
available for content-management platforms such as Wordpress, Drupal and Alfresco, as well as
Firefox browser.

One early adopter of OpenCalais technology has been the Powerhouse Museum (http://
www.powerhousemuseum.com) based in Sydney. Like many museums, the Powerhouse has a large
collection of artefacts from Australia’s industrial and design past. It also has a large collection of
images and some 70,000 textual documents created over the years by curators to describe the artefacts
stored in the Museum. When the Museum’s web team launched OPAC2.0 in 2006 (the online
collection system), they not only tagged items using the Museum’s own object and subject taxonomies
but also allowed visitors to the site to add their own tags. They published part of their photograph
collection under a creative commons licence on Flickr, the popular photo sharing site. Tags that were
added to these photos could then be reincorporated into the main site.

While these facilities improved the user experience for visitors to the Museum’s website and also
improved the descriptive metadata attached to items in the collection, it was still not a scalable
solution. This is where automation came in. Since 2008, the content within OPAC2.0 has been
analysed by OpenCalais. As Sebastian Chan, Museum’s Head of Digital Services and Research, said:
“There is no way that this structured data could be generated manually – the volume of legacy data is
too great and the burden on curatorial and cataloguing staff would be too great.”7

Below is an example of an OpenCalais tag set for some amateur radio equipment.

FIGURE 6 An example of OpenCalais tagging

Source: Powerhouse Museum (http://www.powerhousemuseum.com).

7 Chan S, “OPAC2.0 – OpenCalais Meets our Museum Collection/Auto-tagging and Semantic Parsing of Collection Data”, fresh
+ new(er) (31 March 2008), http://www.powerhousemuseum.com/dmsblog/index.php/2008/03/31/opac20-opencalais-meets-our-
museum-collection-auto-tagging-and-semantic-parsing-of-collection-data viewed 10 May 2010.
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The tagging is not perfect; “Ray Oscilloscope” is not a person. However, the automated tagging and
entity identification is a good start and the Museum has allowed website visitors to edit the automated
tags they encounter if they are inappropriate – they are already combing machine intelligence with
human smarts.

The use of entity extraction by the Powerhouse Museum goes beyond simply improving search
and findability. The existence of smart metadata in a record can allow automated linking to different
data sources – eg the record of a poster in the collection by Australian artist Brett Whiteley can be
automatically linked to a page devoted to works by and about the artist in WorldCat Identities (part of
a global library catalogue site managed by OCLC, http://www.worldcat.org/identities). Over time, the
Museum staff plan to reincorporate their work into global dictionaries. At present, OpenCalais cannot
differentiate between different kinds of person (eg whether the individual is known as an artist or not).
In the future, this will be possible.

In effect, the Museum can use many different information resources that it does not own to
provide a better experience to the site visitor. There are certain requirements for this to happen:
• Sources must be trustworthy links – ie is their information accurate?

• Sources must offer appropriate licensing. If information providers require that users of their
information must clear each item for “republication” on their site this process will not work.
However, if they make their information available under a creative commons licence this allows
others to reuse it and even improve upon it.

• Sources must be able to understand each other’s metadata, which is often based around the RDF
standard. The systems must be able to distinguish people from companies to use a service like
WorldCat Identities.

To give some indication of the possibilities this opens up, W3C’s Linking Open Data
(http://www.esw.w3.org/SweoIG/TaskForces/CommunityProjects/LinkingOpenData) project maps
large-scale datasets that can be linked to each other in some way to provide an integrated presentation
to the user. These include sources as diverse as United States Census Data, Flickr exporter, BBC
Programmes, and PubMed. Such mapped information sources collectively hold over 13 billion RDF
triples (a triple is effectively a metadata entry) and 142 million RDF links.

CONCLUSION

The new world of content will be managed by a shifting mix of experts, users and machines. This
offers many opportunities and many challenges.

Organisations should be willing to make some or all of their content public. They may choose to
do so under some type of Creative Commons licence that allows fair and productive reuse rather than
restrictive licences that require negotiation over individual items. There is no case for keeping basic
government information or the results of academic research funded by the public purse closed off.
There may be sound commercial reasons why private businesses choose not do this; however, this
choice may have negative implications in the future. Many users of information may choose to satisfy
their needs with “good enough” public data rather than “premium quality” private sources.

The form in which this data and information is made available is important. Common standards
and formats mean that information does not have to be published multiple times but can be published
once and then displayed or linked in multiple different ways. That will include general metadata
standards such as RDF, and also domain-specific standard nomenclatures and dictionaries. The
creation of these standards is beyond any one institution and will have to be a collaborative effort.

Automated tools offer ways to make this easier. Processing the staggering volume of information
societies produce is beyond individuals. The movement of these tools from standalone to web
service-based models means they can be used on demand and in real-time. These tools will become
ever more embedded in information activities – be they in front of a computer or, increasingly, out in
the real world via smart mobile devices.

Machines are not smart enough or human enough to work out the meaning of information in
every situation without human help. Machines are especially poor at handling ambiguous or
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sub-textual information but this is often the kind of interpretation that is most valuable. Successful
strategic decision-making is often the result of the successful analysis of ambiguous information.
Many important human communications are rich in irony, allusion and sub-text. Human beings are not
perfect at decoding these but have a natural advantage over machines.

There is a feedback loop in play here. Human intervention can assist the efforts of machines.
Visitors to the Powerhouse Museum’s site can delete machine-generated tags that are incorrect,
thereby improving the outcome. The software analysis of the Hong Kong Government Portal and user
tags can enrich the formal taxonomy. If used correctly, a virtuous circle comes into play.

It should be stressed that this is not a future without metadata experts. There will still be a need
for controlled vocabularies and precision. However, machines will remove some of the drudgery
associated with making sense of information and offer opportunities to interlink resources in ways that
have previously not been possible. Users will provide us with richer and more diverse perspectives on
our domain, as well as a more dynamic understanding of the ways in which those domains change.
Hopefully, these cyborgs in our future will be largely benign.
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